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Abstract
Flaky tests can fail or pass without any changes to the code under test. They
can destroy developers trust in a test suite and if ignored lead to bugs in re-
leased code. This thesis performs an empirical study of the most popular open
source Python projects on GitHub. 197 commits with keywords indicating test
flakiness aremanually inspected and categorized according to the root cause of
their flakiness. The results are compared to previous studies of Java projects.

Two completely novel flakiness causes are found - precision and train-
ing (of a machine learning network). These two causes are almost entirely
domain-specific to machine learning projects. Precision flakiness comes from
an assertion with a too high or too low threshold. Training flakiness is caused
by a faulty training setup of a machine learning network in a test. Most tests
in Python projects are found to be flaky due to problems with asynchronous
waiting, precision and network.
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Sammanfattning
Odeterministiska tester kan ge ett godkänt eller misslyckat resultat utan att ko-
den som testas har förändrats. De kan förstöra utvecklares tillit till en testsam-
ling och leda till buggar i produktionskod om de ignoreras. En empirisk studie
av de mest populära Pythonprojekten med öppen källkod på GitHub genom-
förs. 197 commits med meddelanden som indikerar odeterminism inspekteras
manuellt och kategoriseras enligt orsak till odeterminism. Resultaten jämförs
med tidigare studier som fokuserat på Javaprojekt.

Två nya och originella orsaker hittas - precision och träning (av ett maski-
ninlärningsnätverk). De här två orsakerna är nästan helt domänspecifika till
maskininlärningsprojekt. Odeterminism på grund av precision beror på att ett
testkrav (eng. assertion) hade en för hög eller för låg tröskel, som var omöjlig
att nå varje gång testet utfördes. Odeterminism på grund av träning beror på att
uppsättningen av träningen för ett maskininlärningsnätverk gjorts på ett felak-
tigt sätt. De vanligaste orsakerna till odeterminism i Pythontester identifieras
som asynkron väntan (eng. asynchronous waiting), precision och nätverk.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

"Non-deterministic tests have two problems, firstly they are use-
less, secondly they are a virulent infection that can completely
ruin your entire test suite. As a result they need to be dealt with as
soon as you can, before your entire deployment pipeline is com-
promised."

(Martin Fowler [1])

A non-deterministic test sometimes passes and sometimes fails. These are
often popularly called flaky tests. The outcome of a flaky test can change even
though the code, tests or environment remain unchanged. There have been a
number of large studies of flaky tests [2, 3, 4, 5] that have categorized the most
common causes of flakiness. This thesis will examine the state of flaky tests
in Python projects.

1.1 Problem
Many developers and researchers are reporting about problemswith flaky tests.
Google for example reports that almost 16% of their tests have some level
of flakiness associated with them [6]. Flaky tests pose a problem, because
developers are unable to trust their outcome. When a test suite can not be
trusted developers stop paying attention to failures. False alarms may make
developers indifferent to the test results. Not caring for the result of a test suite
but still running it can also lead to bugs in production code that weren’t caught
by tests intended to check it [7]. If flaky tests are left unattended the purpose
of having a test suite is defeated. Memon et al. [8] states that the presence of

1
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flaky tests can lead to missing deadlines, because certain features cannot be
tested sufficiently.

To be able to avoid flakiness in tests, knowledge about what causes the
flakiness is needed. Developers need guidance and advice on how to avoid
flakiness in tests. Concrete examples of how flakiness manifests in tests are
benficient and can help make developers able to recognize flakiness.

1.2 Objective
The aim of this work is to find out what causes of flaky tests are the most com-
mon in Python projects in comparison to previous studies that have focused
on Java projects. The comparison will highlight if there are any language-
specific causes of flakiness in Python projects. Many data sets used by earlier
studies [2, 3, 4] were largely based on Java projects. The study by Luo et
al. [2] was language-agnostic and included projects with other languages than
Java, like C, C++, C#, Scala, Python and Ruby. However due to their choice
of methodology a very large majority of the data set ended up coming from
Java projects. Thorve et al. [5] focused on and managed to find some specific
causes of flaky tests in Android projects in their work. It is possible that there
is a programming language bias in the data of previous studies that focused on
Java projects. Since there are no studies that have focused on Python projects
to this date, this thesis will focus solely on Python projects. This study will
look for specific causes of flakiness in tests in Python projects.

Some reasons to believe that the results may be different from earlier studies is
that Python is unable to create multithreaded programs that take full advantage
of multiprocessor systems in certain situations (see section 2.1). Sometimes
a multithreaded implementation can even degrade performance [9]. Python is
also often used in the domains of data science and machine learning [10, 11]
that have their own test requirements.

This study will be useful to Python developers and future researchers. Python
developers will benefit from the knowledge of common pitfalls that can lead
to flakiness in their test suites. Furthermore the taxonomy of flakiness causes
complete with concrete examples in chapter 4 will be very useful for develop-
ers who want to be able to mitigate flakiness problems. Researchers will be
able to use the results from this study in future work about flaky tests or other
similar areas.
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1.3 Research Questions
RQ1: What are the top 3 main causes of flaky tests in Python projects?
By learning about the most common causes of flakiness in tests, developers
will know what to focus their effort on to construct good and reliable tests.
For researchers and practitioners it is also of importance to know what to fo-
cus on when creating tools that will detect and warn about or fix flaky tests.
The most prominent categories should be given more attention by researchers
as they will be of most use to the largest number of people.

RQ2: What causes found inRQ1 are similar to those found in Java projects?
It is important to know what flakiness causes are universal and common de-
spite of technology. This helps focus future research on the most important
problems that will be of use to any practitioner, despite which programming
language he or she uses.

RQ3: What are language-specific causes of flaky tests in Python projects?
Knowing what flakiness causes are specific to Python is of interest to develop-
ers and researchers. As a developer it is important to know the strengths and
weaknesses of the technology you are using. By learning about the problems
which are most common in Python it may make you realize that other tech-
nologies suit your needs better, or that the specific problems won’t be an issue
for your project. Researchers will benefit from knowing what to focus on in
future studies about how to battle or reduce flakiness in Python projects for
example.

1.4 Sustainability and Ethics
This thesis does not bring up any questions regarding ethical, social or ecolog-
ical sustainability problems since the author is unable to see any such prob-
lems arising from creating deterministic tests. If development is delayed due to
problems with flaky tests it could lead to economical problems for a developer
team or company.

1.5 This Thesis
Chapter 2 introduces the reader to the subject of software testing and describes
related work within the research area of flaky tests.
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In chapter 3 the methodology of the study is described in detail. This the-
sis performs a qualitative study on 197 commits from open source Python
projects. The 197 commits are chosen because their messages contain key-
words that indicate flakiness. The commits are manually inspected and 113 of
them contain changes to flaky tests whose root causes of flakiness are catego-
rized.

Chapter 4 describes the results of the work in this thesis and the 11 differ-
ent flakiness causes that are found, see table 1.1. A taxonomy of all the flaki-
ness causes found is presented in section 4.1. The taxonomy contains concrete
examples and mitigation strategies of all the flakiness causes. The most com-
mon causes are flakiness due to asynchronous waiting, precision and network.
When compared to earlier flakiness studies that focused on Java projects it is
discovered that asynchronous waiting and network flakiness are common in
both Python and Java tests. Two completely novel flakiness causes not pre-
viously reported are found. These are flakiness due to precision and training
(of a machine learning network). Platform flakiness is also a novel flakiness
cause, but has been reported in other ways by earlier studies.

Chapter 5 includes a discussion on threats to validity and the project se-
lection. A cross-validation test is performed which finds that the Keras and
CPython projects affect the result in a significant way on their own. Therefore
the result may not apply universally to all kinds of projects.

Chapter 6 is the final one where conclusions and the outcome of the study
are described and future work is discussed.

In Appendix A the complete data set of 197 commits can be found. The
data set could be used by other researchers to reproduce the result of this study,
or for other purposes.
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Table 1.1: Distribution of flakiness causes found in this thesis
Flakiness cause Share

Async wait 31%
Precision 13%
Network 10%
Training 8%
Randomness 6%
IO 6%
Unordered collections 6%
Time 6%
Platform 5%
Concurrency 4%
Test order dependency 4%



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter will describe important theory and concepts to understand this
thesis. Section 2.1 introduces the Python programming language. Regression
testing is described in section 2.2. Continuous Integration systems and how
flaky tests affect them is described in section 2.3. Section 2.4 defines what
a flaky test is and some common causes of flakiness. Section 2.5 includes a
summary of related work.

2.1 The Python Language
The Python programming language is one of the world’s most popular lan-
guages [10]. It is an interpreted language which is dynamically typed. The
Global Interpreter Lock (GIL) [12] is a mutex that prevents Python bytecode
to be executed by multiple threads. This prevents multithreaded Python pro-
grams from taking full advantage of multiprocessor systems in certain situa-
tions. Long-running or blocking operations like IO or image processing takes
place outside of the GIL, and can therefore take advantage of multiple cores.
All other threads need to acquire the GIL before they can execute. This is
necessary because CPython’s memory management is not thread-safe.

Python seems to be especially popular to use for data science/machine
learning, web development, system administration/DevOps and data engineer-
ing [13, 11].

2.2 Regression Testing
Regression testing is the practice of rerunning tests to make sure that existing
code that has already been tested still works after a change [14]. If the change

6
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breaks something it is called a regression. A change could be enhancements
of the software in question, a new feature or a bug fix. If a bug is fixed it is
considered a good coding practice to include a new test that will expose the
bug and add it to the regression test suite so that new changes will not intro-
duce the bug again. If the regression test suite isn’t too big all tests can be run
for every new change. If the test suite takes too long to run, a subset of the test
suite may have to be selected with regression test selection (RTS), for prac-
tical reasons. There are multiple RTS techniques available [15]. Regression
testing is becoming increasingly important with the wide use of continuous
integration.

2.3 Continuous Integration

2.3.1 Overview
A Continuous Integration (CI) system performs the compilation, building and
testing of software. Performing these and/or additional steps is called a CI
build or pipeline. The CI system is connected to a version control system and
can detect and start a new CI build when a new commit, branch or pull request
is added. The result of the CI build is often reported via e-mail and shown in
the commit history or pull request discussion by an integration with a code-
hosting platform like GitHub. A Continuous Deployment (CD) system addi-
tionally deploys the code to a production environment automatically. These
two kinds of systems are widely used tools in software development compa-
nies. In a large survey from 2018 by the cloud computing company Digital
Ocean [16] around 58% of the respondents said that they are using a continu-
ous integration process. For larger organizations (>100 employees) using CI
or CD is becoming standard practice by around two-thirds stating they have
a continuous integration process and more than 50% also using continuous
deployment.

2.3.2 How Flaky Tests affect Continuous Integration
Test suites are an integral part of the continuous integration process. If some
tests are flaky the outcome of the test suite will not be reliable. If the results
are not reliable developers will not be able to trust them and stop paying atten-
tion to them. To keep the signal from the CI pipeline clean many teams choose
to quarantine their flaky tests [1]. The tests put into quarantine should not be
left unattended for too long as that will destroy the bug detection system. Mi-
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crosoft implemented a system where flaky tests were detected by running tests
multiple times [17]. If a test was found to be flaky it was automatically taken
out of the test suite and filed as a reliability bug. This made the developers fix
the flaky tests faster and increased their trust in the signal from the CI system.
Hilton et al. [18] concluded that identifying flaky tests could help developers
using CI systems to understand if a CI failure is due to flaky tests or legitimate
test failures.

2.4 Flaky Tests

2.4.1 Definition of a Flaky Test
Tests that have a non-deterministic outcome are popularly called flaky tests. It
is a test that sometimes fails, but if you retry it a sufficient number of times, it
passes eventually [1]. Previous research show that most developers think it a
good idea to have tests with deterministic outcome, because non-determinism
make it difficult to rely on the output of the test results [19].

2.4.2 Previously Found Causes of Flaky Tests
In previous studies a number of common causes of flaky tests have been found
[2, 3, 4, 5]. Here are some of the most common causes:

Asynchronous Waiting

Flakiness due to asynchronous waiting occurs when the executed code starts
an asynchronous call and does not wait long enough for the result from the
call to become available. This can for example be when the test or the code
being tested spawns another server or a separate service thread to do some
work. Even though asynchronous waiting is a concurrency-related issue many
studies [2, 3, 4] have chosen to create a separate category, because it is so
common.

Concurrency

Concurrency-related flakiness occurs due to different threads or processes in-
teracting in a bad way [2, 3, 4, 5]. Examples are data races, atomicity viola-
tions or deadlocks.
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Test Order Dependency

Test order dependency flakiness occurs if software tests are not isolated and
independent from each other. If the order of execution of the tests affect the
outcome, the tests are not independent. To ensure that the state of one test
does not affect another, each single test should preferably set up and clean its
own state. The test independence assumption was studied by Zhang et al. [20]
who found that it can be difficult for programmers to identify test dependence.
Techniques like test prioritization [21, 22] and test selection [23, 24] depend
on the independence of tests in a test suite. It is a common reason for flakiness
in tests [2, 3].

IO

Most of the flaky tests that are categorized with IO being the cause of flakiness
have problems when opening or reading files. An example could be that the
test assumes there will be a file available to open, but in reality the file does
not exist and the test will fail in that case, even though the code under test may
be working correctly. Palomba et al. [3] found it to be a very common reason
of flakiness.

2.4.3 Detecting Flaky Tests
Several techniques have been developed for detecting flaky tests. Bell et al.
[25] developed theDeFlaker tool that is able to detect flaky tests in Java projects.
The typical way for developers to detect flaky tests is by rerunning them mul-
tiple times and notice the outcome. The DeFlaker tool inspects the version
history to determine if the test actually executed any new code. By using the
DeFlaker tool they were able to find 95.5% of confirmed flaky tests in a case
study.

King et al. [26] proposed a machine learning approach that uses a Bayesian
network model to predict if a test fail is due to a defect, environmental issue or
flaky test. The Bayesian network for test flakiness included symptoms, causal
factors and supporting metrics. The network was used by five teams in a case
study. For the teams with highly unstable pipelines the network helped them
improve their stability by as much as 60%. King et al. believe that their case
study shows the approach is feasible.

In a recent study by Lam et al. [27] a framework (iDFlakies) is developed
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to detect and classify certain kinds of flaky tests. The framework is shown to
be able to detect flaky tests and classify them as either order-dependent (OD)
or non-order-dependent (NOD). The framework is consequently able to de-
tect if a test has a test order dependency. The framework is tested on a large
set of popular projects from GitHub. The popularity is determined using the
project’s GitHub stars [28]. By using their framework Lam et al. build a data
set of 422 flaky tests. 50.5% of the tests in the data set are flaky due to the
order the tests are run in and the remaining 49.5% due to other reasons.

2.5 Related Work
A number of studies where causes of test flakiness are studied have been pub-
lished earlier. Sections 2.5.1-4 describe these. The work of Luo et al. [2] and
Thorve et al. [5] have a very similar methodology to this study of manually in-
specting a data set of commits found from searching for keywords in commit
messages. The work of Lam et al. [27] used GitHub stars [28] to find popular
open source projects just like this thesis did.

2.5.1 Flaky Tests in Apache Foundation Projects
In a paper from 2014, Luo et al. [2] analyzed the Apache Software Founda-
tion’s (ASF) project repositories. This was the first extensive study of flaky
tests to be published. The researchers gathered data by searching commit mes-
sages containing the keywords "flak" (to include flaky, flakiness etc.) and "in-
termit" (to include intermittent, intermittently etc.). They manually inspected
201 commits from 51 ASF projects that likely fixed flaky tests with the goal
of classifying the root cause of the test flakiness. The study did not have as a
goal to study a specific programming language or a specific kind of project.
However a majority of the projects where the data set emanated from were
Java projects. The study states the most common root causes of flakiness to
be from asynchronous waiting, concurrency and test order dependency. The
study also identify approaches that could manifest flaky behavior and describe
common strategies that developers use to fix flaky tests.

Vahabzadeh et al. [4] performed an empirical study of bugs in test code in
2015. Bug repositories and version control systems of all the ASF projects
available at the time (211 in total) were mined for data. 5556 test-related bug
reports were found and 443 of them randomly sampled for a qualitative study.
The qualitative study found that half of the projects examined manifested bugs
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in their test code, but that a majority of the bugs were false alarms. 21 % of
the false alarm test bugs were due to flaky tests. Asynchronous waiting, con-
currency and race conditions were found to be the most common causes of
flakiness.

2.5.2 Factors and Smells that affect Test Flakiness
Palomba et al. [3] published a study in 2018 which is an extended version of a
study that was made in 2017 also by Palomba et al. [29]. The goal of the study
was to explore the relation between flaky tests and test smells. Test smells are
a set of bad practices when writing test code [30]. Test smells are a specific
set of code smells [31].

Palomba et al. [3] examined the five flakiness-inducing test smells Re-
source Optimism, Indirect Testing, Fire and Forget, Conditional Test Logic
and Test Run war. They performed a large-scale empirical study of 19532
JUnit tests and found that 8892 of the tests showed a flaky behavior. They
found this by executing the tests multiple times and examining the outcome to
detect if the tests were failing intermittently. The five considered test smells
co-occured with flaky tests in 75% of the cases. This indicates that some test
smells indeed can be linked to certain flakiness causes. The 19532 tests were
taken from 13 randomly selected ASF Java projects available on GitHub and
5 other Java projects manually selected from GitHub.

Palomba et al. [3] classified the flaky tests with the categories defined by
Luo et al. [2]. They found that asynchronous waiting, IO and concurrency
were the most common causes of flakiness in tests. The researchers believed
that they found different causes from Luo et al. [2] because they used a larger
data set.

Different factors that affect test flakiness were researched byAhmad et al. [32].
A multiple case study of 4 different companies was performed and resulted in
the finding of 23 unique factors that either increase, decrease or affect the abil-
ity to find test flakiness. Some factors found to decrease test flakiness are small
and simple test cases, avoiding complex feature/requirements testing and an
experienced team that is motivated to hunt flaky tests. Some factors found to
increase test flakiness are complex systems, test smells, a lack of environment
understanding, old test cases and a lack of clear requirements.
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2.5.3 Flaky Tests in Android Projects
In 2018 Thorve et al. [5] studied flaky tests in Android projects. They searched
GitHub for open source Android projects to find commits dealing with test
flakiness. The methodology involved searching commit messages with sim-
ilar keywords to that of Luo et al. [2] (see section 2.5.1). 77 commits were
manually inspected and sorted by their cause of flakiness. Three novel causes
not previously reported by any published studies were found, Dependency
(on hardware, libraries, OS), program logic (tests not properly understanding
the program’s behavior) and UI. The three most common causes of flakiness
were Concurrency (including asynchronous waiting), dependency, and pro-
gram logic.



Chapter 3

Methods

Previous studies of flaky tests have only [2, 4] or mainly [3] used projects from
the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) [33] for their data sets. Since the ASF
comprehend a large majority of Java projects and only a few Python projects
[34] this study will not use the ASF as a data source. This study will instead
choose a number of popular open source Python projects and study their ver-
sion history. The objective is to find commits trying to fix flaky tests. The
commits are then examined to see what caused the flakiness. This method-
ology of analyzing commits fixing flaky tests has been used successfully by
other studies of flakiness in tests, such as the work of Luo et al. [2] and Thorve
et al. [5].

3.1 Overview
The study is divided into two phases, filtering of commits in section 3.2 and
analysis of flakiness in commits in section 3.3. In the first phase commits
that indicated some flakiness were filtered from popular Python projects. It
resulted in a data set of 197 commits. In the second phase the filtered commits
were analyzed and categorized with a flakiness category. After the analysis
phase 59 of the 197 commits were discarded as irrelevant, because they were
not directly related to a flaky test. 25 commits were discarded, because they
were too difficult to understand and classify. The remaining 113 commits were
all deemed relevant, since they either contained a fix to, or disabled a flaky test
whose root cause was possible to categorize. These 113 relevant commits are
the ones used in the results, and conclusions are drawn from them. 12 of the
relevant commits only disabled the flaky test concerned. Section 3.4 outlines
how the selection of flakiness categories were made. The workflow of the

13
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Filtering

Top 40 most starred Python
Github repositories

Analysis

15 Github repositories with 197 commit 
messages indicating flakiness

113 relevant
commits

59 irrelevant
commits

25 unknown
commits

Figure 3.1: Workflow

study is shown in figure 3.1.

3.2 Filtering of Commits
The first phase of the work is focused on gathering relevant data to use for the
study. To be able to achieve an overall result that is valid for most imaginable
projects it is important that the data gathered is of a diverse nature including
many different kinds of projects.

3.2.1 Search Method
The hosted data is gathered from some of the most popular open source Python
projects on GitHub [35]. To be able to find popular Python projects, GitHub’s
search API [36] is utilized. To identify which projects are popular, GitHub
stars [28] are used. The star feature allows individual users to mark reposi-
tories that they find interesting or helpful on GitHub. It is not necessarily an
indicator of the most popular and used projects [37], but it is a metric that
shows how much interest a project has drawn. GitHub stars were used to find
data that would generalize too many projects in a recent study [27] that de-
veloped a framework for detecting and classifying flaky tests. The number of
stars are highly correlated with the number of forks and contributors for many
projects [38].

The top 40 most starred projects are selected for further examination. The
number 40 was chosen because it provided a large enough amount of commits.
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A Python script is used to search through the messages of all commits from
the selected projects using GitHub’s API. The script uses BeautifulSoup4 [39]
to extract important metrics from the GitHub projects that are not part of the
API.

Thorve et al. [5] also searched GitHub for open source projects for their
study about flaky tests in Android projects. They did not use stars as a filtering
criteria but instead did a manual selection to find projects of interest to their
study. The author of this study wanted a more systematic approach which is
one of the reasons why GitHub stars were used for project selection.

3.2.2 Search Keywords
The keywords that are used for the search are "flaky", "flakey", "flakiness"
and "intermittent" which have been identified as popular terms to use for non-
deterministic tests [2, 5]. Thorve et al. [5] searched with other keywords like
"async" and "unstable" in their study, but none of these keywords yielded any
successful results. Luo et al. [2] concluded that they found enough commits
for their study without any additional keywords.

Out of the 40 most starred projects 15 of them are found to have commit
messages that contain at least one of the search keywords "flaky", "flakey",
"flakiness" and "intermittent". Together the 15 projects contain 197 commits
that match the filtering criteria. These 197 commits are manually analyzed in
further detail in the analysis phase, see Section 3.3.

At the start of the study the author deemed that the data set of 197 commits
found within the first search attempt was an amount large enough for the study.
This decision was made based on numbers from earlier similar studies. Thorve
et al. [5] found 77 commits that they manually inspected. Luo et al. [2] found
486 commits in total which likely contained a fix to a flaky test, but only used
201 of them for their results.

After evaluating the final results of the study with a cross-validation test
(see section 5.1.1) it was revealed that it would probably have been a good idea
to include more keywords (like "non-deterministic" and "unstable") to gather
a larger data set. With a larger data set a sample methodology could had been
used to mitigate bias from the projects with too much data, like Luo et al. [2]
did. A smaller amount of commits would had been randomly sampled from
projects with a lot of commits with a sample methodology, possibly resulting
in a more general result. But due to time constraints this was not feasible for
this thesis.
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Table 3.1: Projects from the top 40 most starred Python projects on GitHub with commit mes-
sages containing at least one of the keywords "flaky", "flakey", "flakiness" or "intermittent"

#Commits
Project Total with #Contri-
name #commits keywords butors #Stars Description

Tensorflow models 3207 7 471 48532 TensorFlow DL models
rg3/youtube-dl 16834 3 658 47375 Youtube video downloader
Django 26663 12 701 39606 Web framework
Keras 5037 31 776 38365 Deep Learning for humans
Ansible 42922 13 4180 35463 IT automation platform
Scikit-learn 23665 2 1256 33427 Machine learning in Python
Certbot 9022 3 346 24352 EFF’s cert tool
CPython 103332 53 764 22507 The Python language
Home-Assistant 17502 25 1341 21494 Home automation tool
tldr 4055 1 717 20969 Simplified man pages
Sentry 24500 15 381 19804 Aplication monitoring
YouCompleteMe 2482 2 133 18382 Code-completion for Vim
Pandas 18929 15 1413 18214 Data analysis and structures
Tornado 4021 14 300 17222 Web framework
pipenv 5966 1 264 15828 pip and venv wrapper

Total 308137 197 13701 421540

3.2.3 Projects Selected from Filtering
The 15 projects with commit messages containing the search keywords "flaky",
"flakey", "flakiness" and "intermittent" are presented with some important
metrics and a description in Table 3.1. As can be seen from the table all of
the projects show at least hundreds of contributors and thousands of commits
each. The total number of commits from all of the 15 projects combined is
308137. This means that 0.06% of all commits contain any of the keywords
that might indicate a flaky test.

A lot of different domains are represented which gives the project selection
the diversity that is needed to achieve a general result. The projects have been
classified according to their domain in table 3.2. The data were extracted from
the project repositories on the 20th of February 2019 and thus the data in table
3.1 reflects the state that the repositories were in at that time.
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Table 3.2: Selected projects classified by domain
Domain Projects

Machine learning Tensorflow models, Keras, Scikit-learn
IT automation Ansible, Certbot
Web framework Django, Tornado
Development tools YouCompleteMe, pipenv
IoT Home-Assistant
Programming language CPython
Monitoring Sentry
Data analysis Pandas
Doumentation tldr
Utility rg3/youtube-dl

3.3 Analysis of Flakiness in Commits
The purpose of the analysis is to examine all of the 197 selected commits from
the filtering phase. The first objective is to determine if the commit is relevant
or not. A commit that either contains a fix to a flaky test or disables a flaky
test is regarded as relevant. All other commits are disregarded as irrelevant.
The second objective is to determine what caused the flakiness of the test and
select a category of flakiness cause for all of the relevant commits. Section
3.4 shows the categories used.

The first step in the analysis process is to review the commit message and
the changes to the code. If it is hard to determine the flakiness cause solely
based on the commit message and code changes any linked issues or pull re-
quests are examined. Sometimes commits contain a bug report number for a
separate bug report system (CPython and Django e.g.). These bug reports are
also reviewed if necessary, to better understand the reason for the commit and
what it is meant to achieve. If the commit that is being analyzed does not con-
tain a fix to a flaky test itself, bug reports and previous or future commits are
checked to see if a related commit that actually fixes the problem mentioned
in the original commit can be found. If nothing can be found it is marked as
irrelevant.

Sometimes if needed and if possible a project’s CI server is inspected to
examine the output of test runs to get additional information about probable
causes of flakiness.

Many of the commits found from the search were merge requests. If the
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Table 3.3: Distribution of commits after analysis phase
Total Relevant Irrelevant Unknown

Project #commits #commits #commits #commits

CPython 53 26 23 4
Keras 31 23 4 4
Home-Assistant 25 13 5 7
Sentry 15 9 4 2
Pandas 15 7 7 1
Tornado 14 10 4 0
Ansible 13 4 6 3
Django 12 10 0 2
Tensorflow models 7 5 2 0
Certbot 3 2 1 0
rg3/youtube-dl 3 0 1 2
YouCompleteMe 2 1 1 0
Scikit-learn 2 2 0 0
tldr 1 0 1 0
pipenv 1 1 0 0
Total 197 113 59 25

original commit that introduced the fix was found, the merge request commit
was ignored, since it is just a duplicate of the same fix. Almost 40% of the
irrelevant commits were duplicates and around 30%were not test related at all.
The rest of the irrelevant commits were a mix of debug logging or flaky tests
that were not related to Python code, and sometimes an insignificant change
to trigger a new CI pipeline run.

A commit that is relevant and states it fixes a flaky test but is too hard to
comprehend after multiple hours of inspection and reasoning is discarded and
not used in the study. These are referred to as unknown commits throughout
the paper.

Some projects had quite large amounts of commits that had to be discarded
in the end. For CPython for example almost half of the commits were irrel-
evant to the study. This can be seen in table 3.3 and figure 3.2 which shows
the distribution of commits after the analysis phase. The number of relevant,
irrelevant and unknown commits are compared to each other to highlight how
much the different projects contribute to the commits used for the final result.
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Table 3.4: Comparison of the 11 flakiness categories used in this thesis to ear-
lier studies. Thorve et al. [5] categorized asynchronouswaiting as concurrency
flakiness.

Flakiness category [2] [4] [3] [5]

async wait 4 4 4 (4)
concurrency 4 4 4 4

network 4 4 4

test order dependency 4 4

randomness 4 4

io 4 4

unordered collections 4 4

time 4 4

precision
training
platform

Similar categories 8/11 2/11 8/11 3/11

3.4 Selection of Categories of FlakinessCauses
During the analysis phase all relevant commits were assigned a category of
flakiness cause. The categories that were used were at first based on categories
from previous similar studies [2, 3, 4, 5]. Many commits fit well into the
categories used by the previous similar studies. But for some commits, none
of the categories made sense and some new categories were created.

The categories that were used to classify flakiness can be seen in table 3.4.
The table compares the flakiness categories of this thesis to what categories
were used in earlier similar studies. A checkmark means that the same cate-
gory is found in the earlier study that is referred to in the column header. The
work of Luo et al. [2] and Palomba et al. [3] especially share many of the cat-
egories that are used in this study.

A few new categories were formed. These are precision, training and plat-
form. The new categories are described in detail in the results in section 4.1
and discussed further in section 4.3.



Chapter 4

Results

The three research questions of this thesis are answered in the following sec-
tions of this chapter.

4.1 Found Causes of Flaky Tests
This section answers RQ1: What are the top 3 main causes of flaky tests in
Python projects?

Table 4.1 and figure 4.1 show the number and distribution of the found causes
of flaky tests. The three most common causes were problems with asyn-
chronous waiting, precision and network. Presented below are all of the found
causes of flakiness and how common they are, in detail in the subsections
4.1.1-11. Additionally a concrete flakiness code example is shown for every
cause, and mitigation strategies are discussed. Some of the code examples
highlight the changes made in colors. The color red means that code was
removed and the color green indicates that code was added.

21
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Table 4.1: Distribution of flakiness causes
Flakiness cause Share #Commits

Async wait 31% 35
Precision 13% 15
Network 10% 11
Training 8% 9
Randomness 6% 7
IO 6% 7
Unordered collections 6% 7
Time 6% 7
Platform 5% 6
Concurrency 4% 5
Test order dependency 4% 4
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4.1.1 Asynchronous Waiting (async wait)
35 out of 113 (31%) commits are from the async wait category and had tests
that were flaky due to asynchronous waiting. A commit is labeled with this
categorywhen a test makes an asynchronous call and does not wait properly for
the result of the call to become available before starting to use it. An example
can be seen in figure 4.2 where a flaky selenium1 test from the Django project
is shown. The flakiness comes from not waiting properly for the password field
to be created before trying to access it (see line 12 in figure 4.2). To mitigate
this problem a wait for the creation of the password field was added on line 11.

A common way to mitigate asynchronous waiting problems is to utilize a
wait_for call like in the Django example explained above. Such a call
blocks the execution until the resource that is specified is available, another
condition is met or an upper timeout is reached. If a sleep statement is used
instead of a wait_for the thread will waste timewaiting, even if the resource
is already available. If there is no built-in possibility with the specific library
or framework you are using to use a wait_for, there are a lot of ways to cre-
ate your own. Pythons threading2 and asyncio3 packages has an Event object
that can be used to wait for a condition that you specify. Polling the status of
a resource with a short sleep is also a better solution than using a long sleep.

1 def test_ForeignKey_using_to_field(self):
2 self.admin_login(username='super', password='secret', login_url='/')
3 self.selenium.get('%s%s' % (
4 self.live_server_url,
5 reverse('admin:admin_widgets_profile_add')))
6 main_window = self.selenium.current_window_handle
7 # Click the Add User button to add new
8 self.selenium.find_element_by_id('add_id_user').click()
9 self.wait_for_popup()

10 self.selenium.switch_to.window('id_user')
11 self.wait_for("#id_password")
12 password_field = self.selenium.find_element_by_id('id_password')
13 password_field.send_keys('password')

Figure 4.2: Part of a flaky selenium test with asynchronous waiting problems,
from the Django project

1https://www.seleniumhq.org/
2https://docs.python.org/3/library/threading.html#event-objects
3https://docs.python.org/3/library/asyncio-sync.html#asyncio.Event
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4.1.2 Precision
15 out of 113 (13%) commits were labeled with the precision category. The
flakiness comes from an assertion that was too hard to achieve, or using a too
narrow range of valid values. This can for example be an assertion that checks
the accuracy of a machine learning network that has been trained by the code
under test. A flaky test from the Keras project can be seen in figure 4.3. The
test checks that an optimizer should reach a target accuracy of > 0.9. The test
had a flaky behavior that was resolved by lowering the target to allow for an
accuracy of≥ 0.89. Another example could be a floating point variable that is
checked to have a value in a certain range. Related studies have used a separate
category for errors in floating point operations [2, 3].

To mitigate problems of precision, great care should be taken when design-
ing the assertion of a test. This is especially important when the code under
test is of a non-deterministic nature. Developers should preferably evaluate the
interval or threshold multiple times locally before commiting a test that have
potential precision errors. For more mitigation strategies to avoid flakiness
when testing machine learning code, see section 4.1.4 about flakiness due to
training.

1 def _test_optimizer(optimizer, target= 0.9 0.89 ):
2 model = get_model(X_train.shape[1], 10, y_train.shape[1])
3 model.compile(loss='categorical_crossentropy',
4 optimizer=optimizer,
5 metrics=['accuracy'])
6 history = model.fit(X_train, y_train, nb_epoch=12,
7 batch_size=16,
8 validation_data=(X_test, y_test),
9 verbose=2)

10 config = optimizer.get_config()
11 assert type(config) == dict
12 assert history.history['val_acc'][-1] > >= target

Figure 4.3: Flaky test with a precision problem, from the Keras project
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4.1.3 Network
11 out of 113 (10%) commits have flakiness caused by being dependent on
an interaction with the network. A common example of this is not correctly
handling an error in a network response. Figure 4.4 shows part of a test in
CPython which was flaky because the network connection sometimes failed.
In this case the developers battled the flakiness by adding a for loop to retry
the connection a couple of times if it would fail.

Another test from CPython that tested their telnet library was also flaky. The
flakiness in this case was solved by replacing all network calls with mocks and
stubs [40]. The changes of the commit4 are too long to show here, but a small
part of them can be seen in figure 4.5.

The best way to mitigate network flakiness is to eliminate the dependency
on the network by using mocks or stubs [1]. Python includes a built-in mock-
ing library called unittest.mock5. Mocks are used to imitate the behavior of
dependencies or other complex units. By creating a mock that returns the an-
swer that you expect from a network call you can avoid flakiness which is due
to problems with the network. The test will not depend on the network call
anymore. Mocking can be performed by creating a subclass of the original
class of which you want to imitate the behavior of. Instead of performing net-
work calls or other operations, an expected response should be created and
returned locally. This will give your tests a more deterministic behavior since
you are eliminating external dependencies. Some people think that mocks or
stubs should not be used in functional tests because they believe that you must
test a real connection [1]. But since automated tests are of little or no purpose
if they are flaky, mocks and stubs might be necessary. To ensure that a mock
or stub has a correct representation of an external service a Contract test [41]
can be used. It is a test that should be run periodically and check that your
mock or stub gives the same answer as the external service it is supposed to
imitate.

Mocks and stubs also have the advantage that they will make your tests run
faster since there are no network calls or slow computations that the test need
to wait for.

4https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/1766b9d10e2b0d657bbadde664aeeab5ae9b3966
5https://docs.python.org/3/library/unittest.mock.html
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1 ...
2 with test_support.transient_internet():
3 f = urllib.urlopen('https://sf.net')
4 buf = f.read()
5 f.close()
6 ...

Figure 4.4: Part of a flaky test with a network problem, from the CPython
project

1 ...
2 class SocketStub(object):
3 ''' a socket proxy that re-defines sendall() '''
4 def __init__(self, reads=[]):
5 self.reads = reads
6 self.writes = []
7 self.block = False
8 def sendall(self, data):
9 self.writes.append(data)

10 def recv(self, size):
11 out = b''
12 while self.reads and len(out) < size:
13 out += self.reads.pop(0)
14 if len(out) > size:
15 self.reads.insert(0, out[size:])
16 out = out[:size]
17 return out
18 ...
19

20 def test_socket(reads):
21 def new_conn(*ignored):
22 return SocketStub(reads)
23 try:
24 old_conn = socket.create_connection
25 socket.create_connection = new_conn
26 yield None
27 finally:
28 socket.create_connection = old_conn
29 return
30

31 def test_telnet(reads=[], cls=TelnetAlike):
32 ''' return a telnetlib.Telnet object that uses a SocketStub with
33 reads queued up to be read '''
34 for x in reads:
35 assert type(x) is bytes, x
36 with test_socket(reads):
37 telnet = cls('dummy', 0)
38 telnet._messages = '' # debuglevel output
39 return telnet
40 ...

Figure 4.5: Helper methods in the form of stubs to mitigate flakiness in
CPython’s telnet test suite.
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4.1.4 Training
9 out of 113 (8%) commits were found to be flaky because of a problem in the
setup of the training of a machine learning network. Some common actions
that can cause this kind of flakiness involves training with too little data and
too few iterations or using a bad network dimension which is not suited for
the task. An example can be found in the Keras project where a test was flaky
because of the shape of a tensor, see figure 4.6. The second dimension was
changed from 100 to 200 which reduced the flakiness of the test.

There are a number of things you can do to write good unit tests for machine
learning code. If the setup of your network in a test is faulty and giving really
poor results from time to time you could include a comparison of layer values
after only a single step of training [42]. This could help you finding out if you
made a mistake in the setup, since you can verify if the values of the layers
reach any other tensors outside the function. Machine learning tests should
not be too long. It is unnecessary to train to convergence and check against a
validation set [42].

Last year the frameworkmltest6 was released, which simplifies unit testing
for tensorflow. A port called torchtest7 has also been released which works
with pytorch. In general, just like with flakiness due to the precision problems,
it is adviseable to be extra careful when designing tests for machine learning.
Preferably all the tests should be executed and verified multiple times locally
before checked in, due to the sometimes non-deterministic nature of training.

1 def test_random_normal(self):
2 mean = 0.
3 std = 1.
4 for k in BACKENDS:
5 rand = k.eval(k.random_normal((300, 100 200 ), mean=mean, stddev=std))
6 assert rand.shape == (300, 100 200 )
7 assert np.abs(np.mean(rand) - mean) < 0.015
8 assert np.abs(np.std(rand) - std) < 0.015

Figure 4.6: Flaky test with a training problem, from the Keras project

6https://github.com/Thenerdstation/mltest
7https://github.com/suriyadeepan/torchtest
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4.1.5 Randomness
7 out of 113 (6%) commits are from the randomness category. This implies
that the test in the commit was flaky due to using a random number generator
in a way that did not function for the test. An example from the Keras project
can be seen in figure 4.7. This test was flaky due to a randomized seed being
used when testing the correctness of batch normalization. Switching to a user
defined seed helped to mitigate the flakiness.

If a failure is caused by a random number it is of great importance to be able
to recreate the failure. Using a user defined seed makes this a possibility. By
being able to recreate a failure it is possible to debug and understand wherein
the problem originates. It could be in the test itself, or a problem in the code
under test.

1 @keras_test
2 def test_batchnorm_correctness_1d():
3 np.random.seed(1337)
4 model = Sequential()
5 norm = normalization.BatchNormalization(input_shape=(10,), momentum=0.8)
6 model.add(norm)
7 model.compile(loss='mse', optimizer='rmsprop')
8 # centered on 5.0, variance 10.0
9 x = np.random.normal(loc=5.0, scale=10.0, size=(1000, 10))

10 model.fit(x, x, epochs=5, verbose=0)
11 out = model.predict(x)
12 out -= K.eval(norm.beta)
13 out /= K.eval(norm.gamma)
14 assert_allclose(out.mean(), 0.0, atol=1e-1)
15 assert_allclose(out.std(), 1.0, atol=1e-1)

Figure 4.7: Flaky test with a randomness problem, from the Keras project
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4.1.6 IO
7 out of 113 (6%) commits are from the IO category. This flakiness emanates
from problems with file descriptors or resources that do not exist for exam-
ple. An example of flakiness due to IO can bee seen in figure 4.8. The figure
shows a test from the Django project which asserts that the filename extracted
from a warning is equal to that of the loaded module. Since the file extension
could be different from time to time, the test was changed to only compare the
basename without the file extension, which mitigated the flakiness. Another
example is from the Certbot project that had to ignore resource warnings, be-
cause the warnings were flaky. A third example is forgetting to check if a file
exists before trying to open it, resulting in an error.

Flakiness due to IO can many times be mitigated by checking if the resource
youwant to use exists before it is accessed. This could be a local file, a database
table or some other data structure. However in general it is not a good idea to
use files to store data for tests. This is due to two reasons. You get a de-
pendency to the file system which could make your test fail if the path you
provided does not work as expected on different operating systems for exam-
ple, or if you are missing permissions to use the file. Your test will also run
slower than needed since file IO is very time consuming. A better way than
reading files is to store test data in variables in helper classes.

1 def test_complex_override_warning(self):
2 """Regression test for #19031"""
3 with warnings.catch_warnings(record=True) as w:
4 warnings.simplefilter("always")
5 with override_settings(TEST_WARN='override'):
6 self.assertEqual(settings.TEST_WARN, 'override')
7

8 self.assertEqual(len(w), 1)
9 self.assertEqual(w[0].filename, __file__)

10 self.assertEqual(os.path.splitext(w[0].filename)[0],

11 os.path.splitext(__file__)[0])
12 self.assertEqual(str(w[0].message),
13 'Overriding setting TEST_WARN can lead to unexpected behaviour.')

Figure 4.8: Flaky test with an IO problem, from the Django project
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4.1.7 Unordered Collections
7 out of 113 (6%) commits are from the ordering category. If the ordering of
the elements can determine the test’s outcome without the need for it, a com-
mit is labeled with the ordering category. An example from the Django project
is an assertion that checked a generated list against an expected list, see figure
4.9. The lists always had the same content, but the order of the elements in the
generated list were sometimes different from the expected list. This flakiness
was solved by sorting both the lists before asserting that their content was the
same.

The dependency on a specific order when comparing two unordered collec-
tions can cause flakiness. To solve such flakiness the order dependency has to
be removed. It can be done by sorting the two collections like in the Django
example described above. Most flaky tests that were categorized with the un-
ordered collections caues in this study used sorting to solve the flakiness.

Another way is to use the Counter dict8 in Python to compare two collec-
tions. The Counter dict is a collection data type that store elements as dictio-
nary keys and their counts as dictionary values. It can be used to efficiently
compare if two unordered collections are equal. A Counter dict is especially
useful if the test is dealing with large amounts of data as it is constructed in
O(n) time compared to sorting the collection, which takes O(n log n) time.
However the elements of a collection needs to be hashable to be used with a
Counter.

1 def test_relatedfieldlistfilter_foreignkey(self):
2 modeladmin = BookAdmin(Book, site)
3 request = self.request_factory.get('/')
4 changelist = self.get_changelist(request, Book, modeladmin)
5 # Make sure that all users are present in the author's list filter
6 filterspec = changelist.get_filters(request)[0][1]
7 expected = [(self.alfred.pk, 'alfred'), (self.bob.pk, 'bob'),

(self.lisa.pk, 'lisa')]↪→

8 self.assertEqual(filterspec.lookup_choices, expected)

9 self.assertEqual(sorted(filterspec.lookup_choices), sorted(expected))
10 ...

Figure 4.9: Part of a flaky test that showed problems with an unordered col-
lection, from the Django project

8https://docs.python.org/3/library/collections.html#collections.Counter
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4.1.8 Time
7 out of 113 (6%) commits are from the time category. The commits in this
category have flakiness that comes from time related issues. For example in
the Pandas project there was a test that performed an arithmetic operation on
the current system time, see figure 4.10. This caused a flaky behavior. To
ensure consistency a static time value was used instead of getting the current
system time.

Time formatting is another reason that can lead to flakiness. This happened in
another test from the Pandas project, see figure 4.11. Pandas uses a formatting
of their own that does not use trailing zeroes. Therefore they could not allow
the time from datetime.now() to have trailing zeroes. This was achieved
by looping until a time without trailing zeroes was found.

Time flakiness can often bemitigated by using a static value to make the opera-
tions more deterministic. Sometimes test needs to be run during a special mo-
ment in time. For this case a library like freezegun9 could be used. It changes
the behavior of datetime, allowing you to "travel in time" in your tests.

1 def test_datetime_units(self):
2 from pandas.lib import Timestamp
3 val = datetime.datetime.now()
4 val = datetime.datetime(2013, 8, 17, 21, 17, 12, 215504)
5 stamp = Timestamp(val)
6 roundtrip = ujson.decode(ujson.encode(val, date_unit='s'))
7 self.assert_(roundtrip == stamp.value // 1e9)

8 self.assert_(roundtrip == stamp.value // 10**9)
9 ...

Figure 4.10: Part of a flaky test with time problems, from the Pandas project

9https://github.com/spulec/freezegun/
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1 def test_format(self):
2 self._check_method_works(Index.format)
3 index = Index([datetime.now()])
4 # GH 14626
5 # our formatting is different by definition when we have
6 # ms vs us precision (e.g. trailing zeros);
7 # so don't compare this case
8 def datetime_now_without_trailing_zeros():
9 now = datetime.now()

10

11 while str(now).endswith("000"):
12 now = datetime.now()
13

14 return now
15

16 index = Index([datetime_now_without_trailing_zeros()])
17 ...
18

19 index = Index([1, 2.0 + 3.0j, np.nan])
20 formatted = index.format()
21 expected = [str(index[0]), str(index[1]), u('NaN')]
22 self.assertEqual(formatted, expected)
23 ...

Figure 4.11: Part of a flaky test with time formatting problems, from the Pan-
das project

4.1.9 Platform
6 out of 113 (5%) commits are from the platform category. If a test is flaky
because of something related to the platform it is running on, this category is
used. A set of tests involving Twisted10 from the Tornado project would suc-
ceed when interpreted on the CPython runtime but not on the PyPy runtime.
To stop the flakiness the developers disabled the test from running on the PyPy
runtime on Travis [43] as can be seen in figure 4.12.

Another example is from the Pandas project. The project had a test that was
intermittently failing when run with Python 3.7. They could not resolve the
issue and therefore marked the test to fail silently when executed with Python
3.7, as can be seen in figure 4.13.

All of the tests in this study that were flaky due to platform problems were
completely or partly disabled. The example in figure 4.13 shows how the
pytest framework can be used to mark an expected failure for a certain plat-
form [44]. If a test is marked with xfail and fails it will count as a success but

10https://twistedmatrix.com/
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be reported separately as an xpass. The test is therefore effectively disabled
for the specified platform, since it will not fail the outcome of the test suite. If
there is nothing that can be done to mitigate the platform flakiness, disabling
a test might be your only option to keep the outcome of the test suite clean.
But skipping too many tests could lead to silent horrors in your production
code [7].

1 install:
2 ...
3 #Twisted runs on 2.x and 3.3+, but is flaky on pypy.
4 - if [[ $TRAVIS_PYTHON_VERSION != '3.2' && $TRAVIS_PYTHON_VERSION !=

'pypy' && $DEPS == true ]]; then pip install Twisted; fi↪→
5 ...
6 script:
7 ...
8 - if [[ $TRAVIS_PYTHON_VERSION != '3.2' && $TRAVIS_PYTHON_VERSION !=

'pypy' && $DEPS == true ]]; then python $TARGET
--ioloop=tornado.platform.twisted.TwistedIOLoop; fi

↪→
↪→

9 ...

Figure 4.12: Travis configuration file from the Tornado project. Tests involv-
ing Twisted were flaky on the PyPy runtime. Flakiness was stopped by can-
celling installation of Twisted for the PyPy runtime.

1 @pytest.mark.xfail(PY37, reason="flaky on 3.7, xref gh-21636")
2 @pytest.mark.parametrize('ordered', [True, False])
3 def test_apply(ordered):
4 ...

Figure 4.13: Part of a flaky test that may fail silently when run with Python
3.7, from the Pandas project
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4.1.10 Concurrency
5 out of 113 (4%) commits are from the concurrency category. Race con-
ditions and deadlocks are reasons why some commits were categorized with
this category. The Certbot project manifested a race condition problem with a
startup script, seen in figure 4.14. They had a script that was supposed to start a
service (BoulderWFE) before the integration testboulder-integration.sh
was run. Sometimes the service did not start before the test was run, leading
to a race condition. The flakiness was resolved by adding line 2 and the latter
part of line 3 in figure 4.14. This change ensured that the startup script was
run before the test.

1 install: "travis_retry pip install tox coveralls"
2 before_script: '[ "${TOXENV:0:2}" != "py" ] || ./tests/boulder-start.sh'
3 script: 'travis_retry tox && ([ "${TOXENV:0:2}" != "py" ] || (source

.tox/$TOXENV/bin/activate && ./tests/boulder-integration.sh))'↪→
4 after_success: '[ "$TOXENV" == "cover" ] && coveralls'

Figure 4.14: Travis configuration file from the Certbot project. The boulder-
integration test was flaky due to a race condition with the start of boulder. Line
2 and the latter part of line 3 resolved the flakiness.

Concurrency flakiness is often best mitigated by adding a lock to guarantee
mutual exclusion to the resource in question. Another way to fix concurrency
issues can be to ensure that operations are run in a deterministic order, like in
the Certbot example described above.
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4.1.11 Test Order Dependency
4 out of 113 (4%) commits are from the test order dependency category. A
commit is categorized into this category if the test outcome is dependent upon
the order in which the tests are run. This problem occurs when the tests depend
on a shared state. It could for example be that a developer expects one test that
sets up a database to be run before another test that will use the database. If
the tests are not run in the exact order that the developer intended, the outcome
will be flaky.

In figure 4.15 a test from the Pandas project can be seen. This test was flaky
because the same table name was used by another test. If the table from the
other test was still cached this test would fail. The flakiness was resolved by
changing the destination_table to a unique table name. Unfortunately
in this case the developers did not have the possibility to completely clean the
state of their tests since changes to the third party service (Google BigQuery11)
they were interacting with were too slow.

The best way to mitigate flakiness due to test order dependency is to keep all
tests completely isolated from each other [1]. Every single test should prefer-
ably set up and clean its own needed state. For unit tests this approach works
well, but it might be more problematic for larger functional tests [1]. For tests
that need to build a large database, one could build it before all the tests are
run and then perform each test within a transaction. The transaction can be
cleaned up by performing a rollback at the end of the test, leaving the state of
the database unchanged after the test is finished.

Forgetting to close a file that is used by multiple tests is another test order de-
pendency problem that could cause flakiness. Using Python’s with [45] state-
ment when accessing a file can help since the file will be closed automatically
at the end of the with statement. This allows for multiple subsequent tests to
access the same file. This approach should only be used if it is completely
necessary for the tests to access the same file. If possible the tests should have
their own separate files or other resources.

11https://cloud.google.com/bigquery/
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1 def test_upload_data_as_service_account_with_key_path(self):
2 destination_table = DESTINATION_TABLE + 11
3 destination_table = "{0}.{1}".format(DATASET_ID + "2", TABLE_ID + "1")
4 test_size = 10
5 df = make_mixed_dataframe_v2(test_size)
6 gbq.to_gbq(df, destination_table, _get_project_id(), chunksize=10000,
7 private_key=_get_private_key_path())
8 sleep(30) # <- Curses Google!!!
9 result = gbq.read_gbq(

10 "SELECT COUNT(*) as NUM_ROWS FROM {0}".format(destination_table),
11 project_id=_get_project_id(),
12 private_key=_get_private_key_path())
13 self.assertEqual(result['NUM_ROWS'][0], test_size)

Figure 4.15: Flaky test with a test order dependency problem, from the Pandas
project

4.2 Comparison of Python FlakinessCauses
with Java Projects

This section answers RQ2: What causes found in RQ1 are similar to those
found in Java projects?

This study finds that flakiness problems due to asynchronous waiting and net-
work are common in both Python and Java projects. Flakiness problems due to
IO, concurrency and test order dependency are quite common in Java projects,
but not that common in Python projects according to the results of this thesis.
These findings will help future researchers focus on the most important flaki-
ness problems in future studies. The causes that are most universal, despite of
technology or programming language, might be of most interest to pursue in
future studies.

A comparison was achieved by comparing the results found for RQ1 (see sec-
tion 4.1) to two earlier similar studies [2, 3] of test flakiness that mainly ex-
amined Java projects. [2, 3] were chosen, because they share many of the
categories used in this study and therefore makes for a good and interesting
comparison.

The work of Luo et al. [2] used a similar methodology to this study with
a manual inspection of commits. They manually classified 161 commits of
flaky tests. Not all of the commits came from Java-only projects in [2]. But a
majority of their examined projects were Java projects.

Palomba et al. [3] used a more automated approach by running tests multi-
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Table 4.2: Comparison between distribution of cause of flakiness from this
study and earlier similar studies that mainly focused on Java projects
Cause of flakiness This study Luo et al. 2014 [2] Palomba et al. 2018 [3]

Async wait 31% 45% 27%
Precision 13% - -
Network 10% 6% 10%
Training 8% - -
Randomness 6% 2% 3%
IO 6% 2% 22%
Unordered collections 6% 1% 1%
Time 6% 3% 3%
Platform 5% - -
Concurrency 4% 20% 17%
Test order dependency 4% 12% 12%
Resource leak - 7% 3%
Floating point operations - 2% 2%

ple times, observing any flaky behavior and then manually pairing test failures
to the categories that were found by Luo et al. [2]. They identified and cate-
gorized 8829 flaky tests by doing this.

Both of the earlier studies find asynchronous waiting to be the most com-
mon cause of flakiness. However Palomba et al. [3] found IO problems to be
the second most common cause of flakiness accounting for 22% of the flaky
tests, while Luo et al. [2] only found around 3% of the tests to be flaky due to
IO. Palomba et al. [3] assume that they reached a different result from Luo et
al. [2], because they used a larger data set. However Luo et al. [2] used a larger
and more diverse set of projects than Palomba et al. [3] to collect their data.
Concurrency and test order dependency are two other categories that both of
the studies found to be very common within a somewhat similar distribution.

Table 4.2 and figure 4.16 shows a comparison between this study and the two
earlier studies that mainly used Java projects for their data. This study confirms
the findings of [2, 3] that asynchronous waiting is the most common cause of
flakiness in tests. The distribution differs a bit, but all of the studies unequiv-
ocally confirm this. Vahabzadeh et al. [4] also concludes that asynchronous
waiting is the most common cause of test flakiness in their empirical study of
bugs in test code. Asynchronous waiting- or concurrency-related problems is
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also the most common cause of flakiness for Android tests as shown by Thorve
et al. [5]. The results from this thesis and earlier studies show that develop-
ers in general encounter difficulty to properly wait for resources when writing
tests, no matter what language they are using.

In general the distribution of flakiness causes from the Java studies [2, 3]
show that a few of the categories are large, while the rest are quite small (≤3%).
This study shows that the causes for flakiness in Python tests are more evenly
distributed which can be seen in figure 4.16.

Concurrency and test order dependency which are both fairly large in the
Java studies [2, 3] are the least common causes of flakiness in Python tests
as found by this thesis. A reason why concurrency may occur less in Python
projects is because it is not possible to create multithreaded programs with
Python due to the Global Interpreter Lock (GIL) [12].

Network problems are as common (10%) in Python projects as in Java
projects when compared to the work of Palomba et al. [3]. However Luo et al.
[2] did not find test flakiness due to network as common (6%).

None of the two Java studies [2, 3] had any flaky tests due to the training
of machine learning networks or precision problems in assertions. [2, 3] used
a specific category for flakiness due to floating point operations. In this thesis
such a floating point error would be categorized into the precision category.

One reason why there are not anymachine learning related flakiness causes
in the earlier studies is that very few machine learning projects were included
in their data sets. Mahout12 which is a machine learning-related project was
examined by Luo et al. [2] but only had 2 commits matching their keywords.

The platform category is discussed further in section 4.3.

4.3 Language-SpecificCauses of Flaky Tests
in Python Projects

This section answers RQ3:What are language-specific causes of flaky tests in
Python projects?

The precision and training flakiness causes are new and have not been reported
in any earlier test flakiness studies as far as the author can tell. Knowing about
the causes and how to mitigate them (as described in section 4.1.2 and 4.1.4)
is of importance to many practitioners. Especially those that write tests for

12https://mahout.apache.org/
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machine learning code, since the two flakiness causes were mainly found co-
occurring with machine learning tests in this study.

Trainingwas the fourth most common cause of flakiness with 9 commits. 2
commits are from Tensorflow models and 7 commits from Keras. The training
category is only applicable to applications using machine learning networks
that needs to be trained. The training category is assigned to a test that was
flaky, because the training of a machine learning network did not work as in-
tended.

Precision was the second most common cause of flakiness with 15 com-
mits. 1 commit is from Tensorflow models and Pandas respectively. The re-
maining 13 commits are from Keras. The precision category is used if an
assertion goal was too narrow, low or high (depending on the condition) to be
achieved. Judging from which projects contributed to the precision category
we can see that 14 out of 15 commits come from machine learning projects,
making it a fairly domain-specific cause.

The reveal of the two domain-specific causes training and precision is a novel
result of this thesis. The findings show that they are important to consider
when writing tests for machine learning applications. Considering only the
commits from the machine learning projects the two categories account for
around 20% (21 out of 113) of the flaky tests found in this study.

Python is a very popular programming language to use for machine learn-
ing applications [11, 13, 46, 47]. This is most likely the reason why many of
themost popular Python repositories onGitHub aremachine learning projects.
This in turn is the reason why the training and precision category was found
in this study.

When training a machine learning network or algorithm the result can of-
ten be non-deterministic. This non-deterministic nature of the domain causes
difficulties when writing tests in the said domain. You may have to be very
sure that a certain accuracy will be achieved or set it a bit lower than expected
to avoid flakiness. This non-determinism of the training is one of the reasons
why the precision and training categories are so prominent in the result.

The platform category is also unique and was not used as an explicit cate-
gory in earlier studies, but were considered in other ways. Luo et al. [2] for
example found that 7 of 161 of the flaky commits in their data set only could
be reproduced on a certain platform. One reason why there are some platform
problems found in tests in Python is becausemany projects need to support and
be tested on both Python 2 and Python 3 [48]. Since Python 2.7 will be depre-
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cated in 2020 [49] these problems may be less common in the future. Another
reason is that there are several Python implementations available (apart from
the reference implementation CPython) like PyPy13, Jython14 and Brython15
that some projects want to test their code against.

13http://pypy.org/
14https://www.jython.org/
15http://www.brython.info/
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Discussion

5.1 Threats to Validity

5.1.1 Data Bias
To check whether some projects affect the data used for the results too much, a
cross-validation test was performed. Some interesting things that were found
from the cross-validation and may affect the validity of the study results are
described below.

CPython’s most common flakiness cause was network related. 8 out of 11
network flakiness occurrences came from CPython which means that if it is
removed the network cause goes down from 10% to 3% in the final results.
Since the network category is the third largest in the final result this means
that the CPython project alone affects the final result in quite a significant way.

Keras most common flakiness cause was precision related. 13 out of 15 pre-
cision flakiness occurrences are found in Keras commits which almost elim-
inates the category if Keras was to be removed from the data set. If Keras
was removed the precision category would go from being the second largest
flakiness category with 13% in the final results to being the smallest with only
2%. Another category that would be greatly impacted is the training category
where 7 out of 9 commits are from the Keras project. It is a troubling fact that
the Keras project is affecting the final result and conclusions of the study in a
quite significant way on its own.

The Keras project affects the final result this much on its own because it is
a very specialized library where most commits fall under a few flakiness cat-

42
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egories. The project also makes up a quite large portion of the entire relevant
commit data set (23 of 113 commits or 20%).

Another troubling fact that may affect the study’s validity is that a very large
part of the data emanates from only two projects; Keras and CPython. This
can be seen in table 3.3. These two projects account for 49 of the 113 relevant
commits (43%). Luo et al. [2] had similar tendencies that some of the projects
had a lot of commits with flaky tests and other projects just a few. They tried to
mitigate this by splitting the projects into a small group (less than 6 commits)
and a large group (6 commits or more). From the large group one third of
the commits were randomly sampled to avoid the results being overly biased
toward the projects with many commits.

For this thesis the author deemed that the initial data set of 197 commits
was too small to use a sample approach to mitigate bias. Luo et al. [2] had
a much larger initial data set of 486 commits which enabled them to use the
sample method and still have a large amount of data to present and draw con-
clusions from. By using additional search keywords (see section 3.2.2) to find
more commits a sample approach could be used. More than 40 projects could
also be examined to achieve a greater diversity which would mitigates bias
further.

5.1.2 Unknown Commits
The unknown commits that were too complex to classify pose a problem, since
important data may go missing when they are not included in the results. 25 of
the 197 (13%) analyzed commits were marked as unknown. Thorve et al. [5]
found 11 out of 77 (14%) of the commits too hard to classify in their study of
flaky tests in Android apps. Luo et al. [2] concluded that 40 of the 201 (20%)
commits that they inspected were too hard to classify in their study of flaky
tests in Apache projects. Since this study has used similar methodologies to
[2, 5] the unknown commits seems to be at acceptable levels and should not
be a problem for the validity of the study.

5.1.3 Manual Inspection
Manually labeling commits can lead to incorrect results. To minimize the
possibility of errors each commit was thoroughly inspected and if needed the
author consulted a supervisor or other knowledgeable persons to get a second
opinion.
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5.2 Project Selection
To get a different selection of projects for the study it would have been inter-
esting to use something else than GitHub stars. For example the Libraries.io
project has a metric called SourceRank [50] to rank the most popular soft-
ware projects. SourceRank uses a combination of community, distribution,
documentation and usage metrics. This for example includes number of stars,
contributors and subscribers. It also takes into account if the project is depre-
cated, not maintained if it has any outdated dependencies and how many other
projects that depend on it among many other things.

It is possible that this or some other ranking that takes multiple metrics
into account would provide a better selection to find popular python projects.

The fact that only 15 of the top 40 starred Python projects had commit
messages about flaky tests could possibly be attributed to the fact that quite
many of the top 40 repositories at the time were not containing a "regular"
open source code project. Some of the most popular repositories were cu-
rated lists of things like libraries1, machine learning frameworks2,free APIs3
and deep learning papers 4. Other repositories contained guidelines5 and even
courses/tutorials6.

1https://github.com/vinta/awesome-python
2https://github.com/josephmisiti/awesome-machine-learning
3https://github.com/toddmotto/public-apis
4https://github.com/floodsung/Deep-Learning-Papers-Reading-Roadmap
5https://github.com/isocpp/CppCoreGuidelines
6https://github.com/donnemartin/system-design-primer
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Conclusions

The result of this study strengthen the claim that asynchronous waiting is the
most common reason for flaky tests. All earlier similar flakiness studies [2, 3,
4, 5] that mainly focused on Java or Android projects have reached the same
conclusion. This study however comes to completely different conclusions
regarding many other causes of flakiness. Concurrency and test order depen-
dency which are among the most common causes of flakiness in [2, 3] are
the least common in Python projects. IO which is the second most common
cause of flakiness according to [3] is not nearly as prevalent in Python projects.

This study shows that concurrency is not a very common cause of flakiness in
Python projects in comparison to Java projects. It is possible that the reason
for this is because there might exist less concurrent code in Python projects.
The reason why is because you can not create multithreaded programs with
Python that take full advantage of multiprocessor systems, due to the Global
Interpreter Lock (GIL) [12]. Even if a Python program is implemented to run
in multiple threads, most kinds of threads will never be executed at the same
time.

Since the Keras project affects the final result in a significant way (see sec-
tion 5.1.1) it may be questionable to draw too many general conclusions from
this result. The fourth most common cause of flakiness training only applies to
projects using amachine learning component that needs to be trained. The sec-
ond most common cause, precision, does not only apply to machine learning
projects, but most of the found occurrences (14 of 15) were machine learning
tests.

45
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Python is one of the most popular programming languages to use for machine
learning [11, 13, 46, 47]. This strengthens the plausibility of the novel test
flakiness categories precision and training found in this thesis. The machine
learning projects (Keras, Tensorflow models and Scikit-learn) account for 30
out of 113 (27%) of the commits in the total data set. 21 of those 30 commits
showed flakiness due to a domain-specific cause related to machine learning
tests. This shows that machine learning projects have a large share of special-
ized tests with their own domain-specific flakiness causes.

6.1 Future work
To mitigate a threat of validity the manual inspection could probably be im-
proved. Multiple persons could review and categorize each commit separately.
If a commit would be marked with different categories by the persons inspect-
ing it, they could discuss the problem together and the classification may be-
come less error-prone. Luo et al. [2] used this practice for their flakiness study.

As described in section 5.2 it could be interesting to try another filtering pro-
cess for the initial selection of projects and see if it would yield a different
result. There is a possibility that it would give an even better diversity of
projects from different domains.

The possible bias from a few projects that contributed a large part of the data
set (see section 5.1.1) is a problem that could be addressed in the future by
using a larger initial data set and sample commits from the projects with the
most flaky commits. This sample methodology was used successfully by Luo
et al. [2]. If additional keywords (see section 3.2.2) would be included and
more than 40 projects examined a large enough data set might be found to use
the sampling approach.
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Appendix A

Data set

The complete data set of 197 commits can be found below in table A.1. The
table indicates for each commit whether it was deemed relevant, irrelevant or
unknown (too hard to classify). See chapter 3 for more details. All relevant
commits were classified with a flakiness cause. The keyword column indicates
which keyword was found in the commit message.
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Table A.1: Data set of commits used for the study.

Type Repository name Cause of flakiness Commit URL Keyword
relevant tensorflow models randomness https://github.com/tensorflow/models/commit/b0c5c3b562e6051a7929066fe7a266fe14778408 flaky
irrelevant tensorflow models https://github.com/tensorflow/models/commit/21b48a858073cf69bac579d53d0f108cd3740177 flaky
relevant tensorflow models training https://github.com/tensorflow/models/commit/dbd3088c63acff508c46c2368838413edeed08f3 flaky
relevant tensorflow models precision https://github.com/tensorflow/models/commit/3dfe6628942a9a0035aac58ca394af2c04241091 flaky
relevant tensorflow models randomness https://github.com/tensorflow/models/commit/505f554c6417931c96b59516f14d1ad65df6dbc5 flakiness
irrelevant tensorflow models https://github.com/tensorflow/models/commit/63054210b9ba10842ca54243c8543b50576482db flakiness
relevant tensorflow models training https://github.com/tensorflow/models/commit/51238b1b5219a37ba145915efa764cca870e0d9f flakiness
unknown rg3/youtube-dl https://github.com/rg3/youtube-dl/commit/3a9918d37f9b5ac8afde9e556cce70aba3d74ecb flaky
unknown rg3/youtube-dl https://github.com/rg3/youtube-dl/commit/ce152341a118c94e442f42db8008de95aebec56b flaky
irrelevant rg3/youtube-dl https://github.com/rg3/youtube-dl/commit/d71cae62cc584d439be46a2b3bb6513fdf43c0a0 flaky
unknown django https://github.com/django/django/commit/8f90593e6f8197148c8f86e598bfef6792f3f4bf flaky
relevant django async wait https://github.com/django/django/commit/3486311a42728e0c9752bda16ac712797f5a6af9 flaky
relevant django async wait https://github.com/django/django/commit/83be40760a2580db9e5673d111da04f01114aced flaky
relevant django async wait https://github.com/django/django/commit/99d2469e75f1567cbe5ee753563edb68cd51d74a flaky
relevant django async wait https://github.com/django/django/commit/b2cddeaaf448234713f393749ceb1dbe22101f39 flaky
relevant django async wait https://github.com/django/django/commit/5081adcb9004f2c726dcfd054f7f16c5fd39d391 flaky
relevant django io https://github.com/django/django/commit/3a30b9c5755baca0cf74d68cf5218dc6a49c29c9 flaky
relevant django async wait https://github.com/django/django/commit/b8abfe141be17f20079f55b921dcaf7abe116c4b flaky
unknown django https://github.com/django/django/commit/57f76be35e9f20995fe10e2d36053bea6765d5b6 flaky
relevant django unordered collections https://github.com/django/django/commit/f7d3a6255c7ae3beb9ccdf6d20f6598061cd1bff flaky
relevant django async wait https://github.com/django/django/commit/ed2828f0a0263116618e9f338f9604d7387f10f7 flaky
relevant django async wait https://github.com/django/django/commit/f067887a4f1e8b12cec8e5e585cf25fce99c6709 intermittent
unknown keras https://github.com/keras-team/keras/commit/ca802e1b6b9fb47194fe62c2fd0df03de1002c84 flaky
irrelevant keras https://github.com/keras-team/keras/commit/920e8af34a43ad2cd11190a21200a2acbfd83e11 flaky
irrelevant keras https://github.com/keras-team/keras/commit/29cf97dcb96218ed5435ccee4464aecc891d50d9 flaky
unknown keras https://github.com/keras-team/keras/commit/622540176d0943fcc3e361153ddac2ae08eb7e70 flaky
irrelevant keras https://github.com/keras-team/keras/commit/140605ee0f08b7996d69a61610782f48766776ad flaky
relevant keras randomness https://github.com/keras-team/keras/commit/962cc5bb4de9d385509fcd096d345caa4f8d2d54 flakiness
relevant keras training https://github.com/keras-team/keras/commit/1b2ac897e369d30ef3a20b93442212989ed7ed77 flaky
irrelevant keras https://github.com/keras-team/keras/commit/c6beaa5758b54287c35344b4dbe19d35ac267b72 flaky
relevant keras training https://github.com/keras-team/keras/commit/7222b95ea5de9e88fbc288b84d3805efc3f5cb9a flakiness
relevant keras training https://github.com/keras-team/keras/commit/4da8c81442fb49eb58b779153f528ea77a9b9006 flakiness
relevant keras training https://github.com/keras-team/keras/commit/4bec1ee434a98fb8c9c62d9ebb6df5d27c9bb72a flakiness
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relevant keras randomness https://github.com/keras-team/keras/commit/b713122e77a723d9be2c5652e7833ba68f3c56a1 flaky
relevant keras training https://github.com/keras-team/keras/commit/d864512631668fbfb75fe7a454c85577cfbe3278 flaky
relevant keras precision https://github.com/keras-team/keras/commit/8b42fff90e14503d5612106d8d17aebc58a9c061 flaky
unknown keras https://github.com/keras-team/keras/commit/534f6b7975dcd334f6d68eef14598d75c79e7921 flaky
relevant keras precision https://github.com/keras-team/keras/commit/b91854ea9d9764ab670b7cccdcec40ae964195be flaky
unknown keras https://github.com/keras-team/keras/commit/74c51f213c7a187b76098331ca10fee10c9e5e59 flaky
relevant keras training https://github.com/keras-team/keras/commit/0af7e004c79d0d7ef2fc01105909fb4109b37b40 flakiness
relevant keras precision https://github.com/keras-team/keras/commit/6b90eff03c4fdb66f7532145ac68f03e3bec2d2a flaky
relevant keras precision https://github.com/keras-team/keras/commit/8166a55761025a4d66dbde543ec73415d192d603 flaky
relevant keras precision https://github.com/keras-team/keras/commit/5bb5eb1657ea7517179b35f03949f4673b5c32d5 flaky
relevant keras training https://github.com/keras-team/keras/commit/d5ae6f32dd1136226e7bd7a63a2120c317668d1e flaky
relevant keras randomness https://github.com/keras-team/keras/commit/f10c430731904a11558632a0a4936eb3f154647e flaky
relevant keras precision https://github.com/keras-team/keras/commit/7f3cd093c096c03d9710940dc5cd700c2b7142a6 flaky
relevant keras precision https://github.com/keras-team/keras/commit/d870e45eb0e4b3d6a8c8441d797becde2d17ab4d flaky
relevant keras precision https://github.com/keras-team/keras/commit/93b01aff157253ed28fe67b0ffc5ff3308dc3eba flaky
relevant keras precision https://github.com/keras-team/keras/commit/3f67168c44f8c7d34e5266a99bbdd90669a8eaa6 flaky
relevant keras precision https://github.com/keras-team/keras/commit/3dddabebc4759a51a0e6bc32012fc10c8de3a85b flaky
relevant keras precision https://github.com/keras-team/keras/commit/a2d01238af24c38a84b5eca1a719bc1b69029174 flaky
relevant keras precision https://github.com/keras-team/keras/commit/42b3d37a54545882699283b5764cf3c997f8d9cd flaky
relevant keras precision https://github.com/keras-team/keras/commit/6c6cb420ca12ccc226a12498e5ccbb00830efa64 flakey
irrelevant ansible https://github.com/ansible/ansible/commit/73f77e2af6bfed788577d4048feb1f7814b54f5c flaky
unknown ansible https://github.com/ansible/ansible/commit/633119df75c591f4647f77cbaf91751eb6ce8979 flakey
unknown ansible https://github.com/ansible/ansible/commit/7623c2fbda6ed7f0735280242c20ff0f6d6260a2 flakey
unknown ansible https://github.com/ansible/ansible/commit/472d3c3c865ef7479c53c642dec3f68fe6c09693 flakey
irrelevant ansible https://github.com/ansible/ansible/commit/4bd60c313bac585ca012d9729fac8e65da4b2c67 intermittent
relevant ansible concurrency https://github.com/ansible/ansible/commit/28b04c19f1d6ce48c5124e98fdd9201f6dfb81a2 intermittent
irrelevant ansible https://github.com/ansible/ansible/commit/4c5ac16447ce8790fc752885c3368fe825564813 intermittent
relevant ansible async wait https://github.com/ansible/ansible/commit/869cd6f72953b72b15fd996ce8d510e896fcc73c intermittent
relevant ansible async wait https://github.com/ansible/ansible/commit/53abf45cec6daaa83e971cc949a1b34fdcb93a3b intermittent
irrelevant ansible https://github.com/ansible/ansible/commit/2e55b3567bd2ad41e697418c5c145b53fc2e13ea intermittent
relevant ansible platform https://github.com/ansible/ansible/commit/5babe2daeac9cc1374cb6246aea60d641cc5d49d intermittent
irrelevant ansible https://github.com/ansible/ansible/commit/77af3a68de3d054ddb3be905d96b1d07c2e89adf intermittent
irrelevant ansible https://github.com/ansible/ansible/commit/6341a9547f301f04e45848e86848b878962b3dff intermittent
relevant scikit-learn platform https://github.com/scikit-learn/Scikit-learn/commit/57415c461068f8a3d7cdca7e274dd8bc039d9efa flaky
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Table A.1 – Continued from previous page
Type Repository name Cause of flakiness Commit URL Keyword
relevant scikit-learn unordered collections https://github.com/scikit-learn/scikit-learn/commit/fed4692e4014ef056a63abed67748813b6da8a8a flaky
relevant certbot io https://github.com/certbot/certbot/commit/a5e26ca89008afebdc255873b81212c38f819499 flaky
irrelevant certbot https://github.com/certbot/certbot/commit/36b6328acded5b1e5340524f652d7c8c90428024 flaky
relevant certbot concurrency https://github.com/certbot/certbot/commit/e0bc6aeb50e714e3c8372c50e4521b14e2ca51ff flaky
relevant cpython async wait https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/e2537521916c5bf88fcf54d4654ff1bcd332be4a flaky
relevant cpython concurrency https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/63461bc384057febe552544608e77f2b9dcf817d flaky
irrelevant cpython https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/34b9d14be642be80e9ac10c59004570a7efa5804 flaky
relevant cpython async wait https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/ab561317203121ffda9841f84572ecdab68a84d6 flakiness
relevant cpython test order dependency https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/647bae6c520237b01d75e51adbc6048d95db30bc flakiness
irrelevant cpython https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/82b63fadd2c02fe7a65a22de473ad86409da8b59 flakiness
unknown cpython https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/0ec2c075a2e9c82a09962c3781ba825749ed43ab flakiness
irrelevant cpython https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/f18d6f3f443bdfe3f349b2f49231a3c08a5b2d3f flakiness
irrelevant cpython https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/467a5c406728be2c9897013411a2dc649b2db01f flakiness
relevant cpython concurrency https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/0607f731f26de1ae4fba3c880e5286f5418a5227 flaky
relevant cpython async wait https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/e39be53c3cbdd2b623065e802e72a90d95f0bb31 flakiness
relevant cpython network https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/9846de1dfbc0ccff160bea198a506df97228f493 flakiness
relevant cpython network https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/41d649116ce21d1a4aa1cdbb002db1eff5fba51f flaky
relevant cpython async wait https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/819f139c4b41f338419e24d5fb8a5517630447ad flakiness
relevant cpython io https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/94af32e24494c849c603bd30320caa940b3f9bb0 flaky
relevant cpython io https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/bb2c45e7a4101d106bf776cf7217d2f1531e8002 flakiness
unknown cpython https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/56c4debe0d005c48e53fdafbf64aef894a4c5fc6 flakiness
irrelevant cpython https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/ed001842cf3d8c29a5721cd83d2dbec4bca77b02 flaky
relevant cpython test order dependency https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/27cbb19ae562f258e64120c8ed17616719e32722 flaky
relevant cpython network https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/4a183b47f353a25b76aaaf1b7043458dbcab8890 flaky
irrelevant cpython https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/95531ea2f1c69eed6b8a5d964f0fd47c124ccca8 flaky
irrelevant cpython https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/2960308c0c4e2a669e19dcb1a0d20184571f5a29 flaky
relevant cpython randomness https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/43fe03a2062c8eb3b688a28cd9174a14a43eecf3 flaky
relevant cpython unordered collections https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/d06289254280f55536a765b1b5c36e6160b6c8e6 flaky
irrelevant cpython https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/2532967122a54a6549238c799e01d5c18498279a flakiness
relevant cpython async wait https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/2b860db35c5346c216672f94031ecc800dbebf02 flakiness
relevant cpython async wait https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/6e070814b232d663e222dec7252d8d187d7195ab flaky
irrelevant cpython https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/2549249f79347bece00621059e05b3a8c3f0dec8 flakiness
irrelevant cpython https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/b24ef1963d737e25882a0e0feb305ece1ecbed29 flaky
relevant cpython network https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/85fc3c1f1c6d0d38b3367a99a9e860639d4043e9 flaky
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relevant cpython network https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/3bc35672a23a4505ffe5b6eeb822125dce9db770 intermittent
relevant cpython network https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/7a556846d40021de1102852b9fedc5e1ca808de9 intermittent
irrelevant cpython https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/6636887104bb3ebe180682a8ce10fee8fbc0c46e intermittent
irrelevant cpython https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/eced82ecbfa8a1e381ee1bf40310968c10fd85dc intermittent
relevant cpython test order dependency https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/6e0889f0c71eebaf5814f4947b09155baa035188 intermittent
irrelevant cpython https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/ba980db797892e771e9d66e9bd0468cdd2c73115 intermittent
unknown cpython https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/eea22d2d660eae039ab392684ac8a8693f1f2a4d intermittent
irrelevant cpython https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/c43ec08bafd5d5fe62af2ed119e34ab33f17d05b intermittent
irrelevant cpython https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/223082fc691024fe2d0fe44322d042a474eb345d intermittent
irrelevant cpython https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/bb13fbf92a5b087805da723449596574b978cd9f intermittent
relevant cpython network https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/1766b9d10e2b0d657bbadde664aeeab5ae9b3966 intermittent
unknown cpython https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/cafb71071183406601a30d16ac5a287cdd2b9c39 intermittent
relevant cpython network https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/15c974651f7bb8e54a008359cf306a8e8ec13c12 intermittent
relevant cpython io https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/c99823211bfc349ae48ff00a9155472ccea0816d intermittent
irrelevant cpython https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/edff7af1cf5745ae142a6ad2c25f158ef705aeb0 intermittent
irrelevant cpython https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/8a1a5945908c7a0b2b487a98431ff46ab934014a intermittent
irrelevant cpython https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/6243c6ab10533e5f8d22b5991e254a45180b8920 intermittent
relevant cpython async wait https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/fdd53545a153b8743657656dbc5d3e27b0faebfb intermittent
irrelevant cpython https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/55669d04adf847f5428dc314cb79c016cc5b5595 intermittent
irrelevant cpython https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/e0b479e78191fce6a5f81d46bc2344d77b4cb4c2 intermittent
irrelevant cpython https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/1fa0c3f5bf2349ffa231608f25de2912479d89bd intermittent
relevant cpython randomness https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/80dc76e9072c4adaedf5c52032699b859c82eca2 intermittent
irrelevant cpython https://github.com/python/cpython/commit/73e5a5b65d66f4fba9c4f626bcd6400f4a7215e6 intermittent
relevant home-assistant async wait https://github.com/home-assistant/home-assistant/commit/53cbb28926efe13ae96128250448bd6e376d8b2e flaky
relevant home-assistant async wait https://github.com/home-assistant/home-assistant/commit/f3047b9c031cd5b6e373d0639d613cb5de2d5fe5 flaky
irrelevant home-assistant https://github.com/home-assistant/home-assistant/commit/9894eff732831285981d2481488896c50276d4d1 flaky
relevant home-assistant io https://github.com/home-assistant/home-assistant/commit/b901a26c47151e56978bd16aec94252e3f21a804 flaky
unknown home-assistant https://github.com/home-assistant/home-assistant/commit/60d7e32f811478c8f022db3453c91c53a7765e01 flaky
relevant home-assistant io https://github.com/home-assistant/home-assistant/commit/23c39ebefd30677510ab9cec96b5172f6e419707 flakiness
unknown home-assistant https://github.com/home-assistant/home-assistant/commit/4e03176634678e16efa956a2f153994a8c4a5d97 flaky
unknown home-assistant https://github.com/home-assistant/home-assistant/commit/a860e85c7aaa0beefa0e00a4b724a64f1c66d0f1 flakiness
relevant home-assistant network https://github.com/home-assistant/home-assistant/commit/bccd88039568546e281c14b87d11e57dfcd60228 flaky
unknown home-assistant https://github.com/home-assistant/home-assistant/commit/8b9eab196c0bed4c13437f47318e608082005484 flakiness
relevant home-assistant async wait https://github.com/home-assistant/home-assistant/commit/170b8671b9eb0594ca1f628fc7fc0865da010088 flakiness
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Table A.1 – Continued from previous page
Type Repository name Cause of flakiness Commit URL Keyword
relevant home-assistant async wait https://github.com/home-assistant/home-assistant/commit/21d5c49df05e1eca116d2e429999d71d75274eec flaky
relevant home-assistant unordered collections https://github.com/home-assistant/home-assistant/commit/350b8e09e6b1dabbba2bd5fb5db996dacfa782d0 flakiness
relevant home-assistant time https://github.com/home-assistant/home-assistant/commit/efbd66bca1e21e7e96ff42d6d2b22ac59ef66e8b flaky
unknown home-assistant https://github.com/home-assistant/home-assistant/commit/18e965c3cdaa73d652dc51e815dfe015f070f455 flaky
unknown home-assistant https://github.com/home-assistant/home-assistant/commit/5f98a70c21bfa3e4cce61c82cf52de118609b373 flaky
relevant home-assistant async wait https://github.com/home-assistant/home-assistant/commit/9e1ecd7124af55e84d113a63d189262faafa5ad0 flaky
relevant home-assistant unordered collections https://github.com/home-assistant/home-assistant/commit/e5be72e445614872b85c9491dc2d88b4b3778ccc flaky
relevant home-assistant async wait https://github.com/home-assistant/home-assistant/commit/5b10d35aa8df90ef27ac61ee9edfdcab3b1bd119 flaky
irrelevant home-assistant https://github.com/home-assistant/home-assistant/commit/d0b9f08bf2721bf78602db6c17d8897e34f84488 flaky
relevant home-assistant async wait https://github.com/home-assistant/home-assistant/commit/b650b2b0db16bdba57583d4ffcc6c936e835cd1b flakiness
irrelevant home-assistant https://github.com/home-assistant/home-assistant/commit/631251f1f7af8752caec3b83a4335b5e4ddde363 flaky
unknown home-assistant https://github.com/home-assistant/home-assistant/commit/9d20a53d631d774a569a0dc657a9699cf9e3930d flakey
irrelevant home-assistant https://github.com/home-assistant/home-assistant/commit/d7b7370c82b84027dcf2b77ef1bcde8b3fc676a3 intermittent
irrelevant home-assistant https://github.com/home-assistant/home-assistant/commit/39bbfd14d94bce540b2ef944d80d01d13cd02f46 intermittent
irrelevant tldr-pages/tldr https://github.com/tldr-pages/tldr-pages/tldr-pages/tldr/commit/5a40607fff9153e4a6c571c2990569e6748de59c flaky
irrelevant getsentry/sentry https://github.com/getsentry/sentry/commit/4be0d3a60e1eedd28421220df01c7b026fbd6e81 flakiness
relevant getsentry/sentry async wait https://github.com/getsentry/sentry/commit/5644d97cc5014e18b14799feeb9b354d528a6489 flakiness
relevant getsentry/sentry async wait https://github.com/getsentry/sentry/commit/4c5b32ec7acbd861ef0858051cb1823be4b62adf flakiness
unknown getsentry/sentry https://github.com/getsentry/sentry/commit/82d2d38bf5c94c7baab4368a742046938dfce6c1 flaky
unknown getsentry/sentry https://github.com/getsentry/sentry/commit/90f9446ea3a331544ec053194f1b9ea33f710b05 flaky
relevant getsentry/sentry time https://github.com/getsentry/sentry/commit/5591f35871e85b7179ac66f10d62ef71137a218c flaky
relevant getsentry/sentry async wait https://github.com/getsentry/sentry/commit/132590b2ecda6006725db947d748428f0ab10c04 flaky
relevant getsentry/sentry time https://github.com/getsentry/sentry/commit/357002754a188ee9c304ba5ca9418015313db16b flakiness
irrelevant getsentry/sentry https://github.com/getsentry/sentry/commit/4617b5507b3c64d0e727d2f77e0ce5b1325fb6c2 flaky
relevant getsentry/sentry async wait https://github.com/getsentry/sentry/commit/44b986805eff68bcce395a3a9055eb9d167bf8f0 flaky
irrelevant getsentry/sentry https://github.com/getsentry/sentry/commit/64a960bf95bb0e6164afbd2bc65aaaf427179e1c flaky
relevant getsentry/sentry time https://github.com/getsentry/sentry/commit/814f2674450df347333ec937853d311a1c295a83 flakey
irrelevant getsentry/sentry https://github.com/getsentry/sentry/commit/4af59f911eb69dd8a8530ccfb6d790708497be89 flakey
relevant getsentry/sentry unordered collections https://github.com/getsentry/sentry/commit/3cbd2f09858c49f9efefc2a993a5e5ab56f5ab38 flakey
relevant getsentry/sentry time https://github.com/getsentry/sentry/commit/76f7f60ea7338dc85c5455bd614578eb41f2683a intermittent
relevant YouCompleteMe async wait https://github.com/Valloric/YouCompleteMe/commit/70a51be209ff1387cd9a5700342e888f4736a66a flaky
irrelevant YouCompleteMe https://github.com/Valloric/YouCompleteMe/commit/113787cc2038328254b91d046145aeec2644a7b9 intermittent
relevant pandas platform https://github.com/pandas-dev/pandas/commit/dbd102c863adb36d07b999c2fc26403717c4bc32 flaky
irrelevant pandas https://github.com/pandas-dev/pandas/commit/7561eb8a2a20e7e896cf82a5b8796ae93ccd5574 flaky
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relevant pandas precision https://github.com/pandas-dev/pandas/commit/371caaa711031c21658c2ba2e40a706d57e1e120 flaky
irrelevant pandas https://github.com/pandas-dev/pandas/commit/098831dc089e3ff4e4ae877a56a1e1d011c24762 flaky
irrelevant pandas https://github.com/pandas-dev/pandas/commit/a42a015263936caacfb626e68fa14f08421a55d9 flaky
relevant pandas time https://github.com/pandas-dev/pandas/commit/3552dc0c4533a5eafafe859f5afd29a7ce063e03 flaky
unknown pandas https://github.com/pandas-dev/pandas/commit/6643a9757f30f5ad70a5d5467d89f41fd3cc5e40 flakey
relevant pandas async wait https://github.com/pandas-dev/pandas/commit/11e2cb77534c8dac6dc6968dc5223baef94164b6 flakey
relevant pandas test order dependency https://github.com/pandas-dev/pandas/commit/45910ae646eba417120dd2bd4ada68a018c97b32 flakey
relevant pandas time https://github.com/pandas-dev/pandas/commit/71b763b054ca29dac9b3f711e5c44aa9c5dbbbb9 intermittent
irrelevant pandas https://github.com/pandas-dev/pandas/commit/c682aa6fbeda01b7142a58b2420f98d4d480d7a6 intermittent
irrelevant pandas https://github.com/pandas-dev/pandas/commit/09723cab9eae5201611afbf359c60fe4aaf6fbca intermittent
irrelevant pandas https://github.com/pandas-dev/pandas/commit/4c8ad82f7efbdcc556f484cb60b5e75cf0d8c853 intermittent
irrelevant pandas https://github.com/pandas-dev/pandas/commit/f927fed36323d94afa1f77cf19063c114e43bbfc intermittent
relevant pandas unordered collections https://github.com/pandas-dev/pandas/commit/00bfcc1ba0569f7d63c9f4821316004fbc9ffb01 intermittent
relevant tornado async wait https://github.com/tornadoweb/tornado/commit/5ab1eba2c28af1e9e6365fca9cebe9b9e6837fce flaky
relevant tornado async wait https://github.com/tornadoweb/tornado/commit/ef034425b520bcf11f29d97c4355d7dcc9325e03 flaky
relevant tornado concurrency https://github.com/tornadoweb/tornado/commit/a97ec9569b1995d8aa3da0a7f499510bffc006a3 flaky
relevant tornado async wait https://github.com/tornadoweb/tornado/commit/555f3a069f9a6a6ae03c63ccc05386212c347c4f flaky
relevant tornado platform https://github.com/tornadoweb/tornado/commit/2c85f31126b96f857d0dc38b5cd2192fc414bc99 flaky
relevant tornado async wait https://github.com/tornadoweb/tornado/commit/0207ec2b2d1702679284f295e2bce520f1fee8f1 flaky
relevant tornado async wait https://github.com/tornadoweb/tornado/commit/2d508a496f5a47b295e43bd522e3812f7db5cbde flaky
irrelevant tornado https://github.com/tornadoweb/tornado/commit/d3dc2c9d9a49c156b06e7f2063a008e1556355d9 flaky
irrelevant tornado https://github.com/tornadoweb/tornado/commit/9f8502251221747cd8f877158eb848ba1a729950 flaky
relevant tornado platform https://github.com/tornadoweb/tornado/commit/4daeaeb1f0ab2b88d91e69d8515a22ffe1107147 flaky
relevant tornado network https://github.com/tornadoweb/tornado/commit/7c3b360a2140dd4ed85c45a7b25b1897f125ef85 flaky
relevant tornado platform https://github.com/tornadoweb/tornado/commit/235e52d52a6773a3fa1afb646d724f98d8fd12ff flaky
irrelevant tornado https://github.com/tornadoweb/tornado/commit/0efe23ed1725af8017ef6af1f8c3aa31fee6fe55 intermittent
irrelevant tornado https://github.com/tornadoweb/tornado/commit/5a451d63fc492177ce86959ef33cd70394517c19 intermittent
relevant pipenv network https://github.com/pypa/pipenv/commit/b2085cb05877e9656f65d2d3692f11c04583b49f flaky
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